
Supplementary agreement
Usage of the interface to trivago®

Preambel:
trivago is the biggest hotel price comparison portal worldwide. The hotel serach compares prices and avail-
abilities af more than 150 booking portals (HRS, Booking ect.) and the visitor can choose the best offer. 

Hotels now have the possibilty the get a direct link on trivago to integrate the own website at the search 
results. This leads to less clicks and bookings on the booking portals and more bookings on the own website. 
The communication with trivago works via an interface.

Order:
The buyer is user of the IBE of caesar data (caesarclassic orcaesarfamily) and orders the interface to trivago 
with this agreement.

Internal costs:
The current costs for using the interface are € 5,00 per month.
The one-time set up costs (implementation, configuration, activation) are € 198,00 €150,00.
All prices are quoted exclusive of VAT. Hotels in EU countries or Switzerland: by indicating the VAT 
identification number, VAT will not be charged.
The hotel will be billed in advance for the current year.

External costs:
Additional costs for the linking of the own website arise at trivago itself.
trivago is charging a so called CPC fee (cost per click): Each time a visitor is linked to your website, CPC 
charges are incurred.
The accounting of the CPC fees will be handled by www.myhotelshop.de.
‘Myhotelshop’ will get in contact with you to discuss the following steps, right after caesar data receives this 
aggreement.

Terms of agreement:
This agreement will become effective with the date mentioned below and will run for unlimited period. It can be 
denounced by the end of each month or ends automatically with the deletion of the linking by trivago or with 
the canceling of the contract for the IBE of caesar data & software. Overpaid fees will be refunded.

Place and date        Contact, stamp/signature of the hotel

Please send this supplementary agreement signed via fax to: +49 (0)2102 - 88 969 89


